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Verizon’s Data Breach Digest for March 2016 

describes several attacks investigated by the 

company, including one aimed at the systems of 

an unnamed water utility referred to by Verizon as 

the Kemuri Water Company (KWC). This attack was 

also highlighted by Sentryo (www.sentryo.com), a 

pioneer of industrial internet cybersecurity, in their 

Cyber Security Magazine Episode 5. 

KWC asked Verizon to conduct a cybersecurity 

assessment as part of their normal operations. As 

Verizon conducted that assessment they discovered 

a threat actor was at work stealing financial records 

and manipulating industrial control parameters 

used to purify water. 

Verizon found that KWC had a poor network and 

security architecture, with unsecured and out-

of-date systems plagued with known exploitable 

vulnerabilities and legacy operational technology 

(OT) systems.

The Verizon report stated: “Behind the scenes, 

KWC was a likely candidate for a data breach. Its 

internet facing perimeter showed several high-

risk vulnerabilities often seen being exploited in 

the wild. The OT end of the water district relied 

heavily on antiquated computer systems running 

operating systems from ten-plus years ago. Even 

more concerning, many critical IT and OT functions 

ran on a single AS400 system. KWC referred to this 

AS400 system as its “SCADA platform.” 

“This system, which functioned as a router with 

direct connections into several networks, ran the 

water district’s valve and flow control application 

that was responsible for manipulating hundreds 

of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), housed 

customer PII and associated billing information, 

as well as KWC’s financials. Moreover, only a single 

employee was capable of administering it. If a data 

breach were to occur at KWC, this SCADA platform 

would be the first place to look.”

This case study analyzes the findings of Verizon Security Solutions’ security assessment of the Kemuri 

Water Company security breach. The hacking of this utility provider stands as an example of how 

vulnerable many utilities are to this type of security compromise. Also included in this study are Cyber 

Defense Labs’ insights from a cyber and risk perspective, in addition to Vericlave’s observations and 

recommendations on improving industrial control and SCADA security.

INTRODUCTION

SUMMARY
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While exact details were not publicly available, the engineers and scientists at Cyber Defense Labs (CDL) 

extrapolated several theories regarding the successful compromise causes.

Reports indicated that SQL injection and phishing were the primary attack vectors deployed to gain access 

to the water company’s payment portal website and the water district’s internal AS400 system. Cyber 

Defense Labs believes that the attackers found the vulnerability by reviewing daily internet query results 

from searches processed to identify hackable opportunities (i.e. most victims are found by automated 

vulnerability searches, not by singling them out by name). Attackers then validated the vulnerabilities of 

interest by conducting a few tests on the website portal (most likely by SQL injection or other web-based 

attack vectors). In this case, CDL believes that an SQL injection vulnerability found in KWC’s website 

payment portal was the primary focus, but the KWC website required some piece of information that forced 

the hackers to deploy a phishing scam and contact the water utility, either by phone or email, posing as 

a customer. With the necessary information obtained, the attacker was then able to advance their SQL 

injection attack, which led to a compromise of the web server where additional system credentials were 

found. These credentials from the web server eventually allowed the attackers to login/authenticate to the 

AS400 server on the internal network – the server that managed KWC’s payment system, customer data, 

and the water district’s SCADA control applications. Attackers were thereby able to gain an understanding 

of KWC’s internal network architecture and exploit the inherent weaknesses in KWC’s controls pertaining to 

system authentication and network segmentation.

Accessing the AS400 server provided attackers with approximately 2.5 million 
customer records, the ability to manipulate SCADA controls (valves, chemical 
mixtures, and water flow), additional password files, back-office system 
configuration settings, and other sensitive data.  

ATTACK VECTOR
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1.  The Web Server Compromise and Possible Initial Compromise of Customer Data

• The SQL injection vulnerabilities in the KWC website payment portal, as reported to the hackers by 
their automated internet search queries, were likely what caught the attention of these attackers. 

• Ineffective security awareness training and/or network monitoring facilitated the attacker’s social 
engineering success with phishing in this case, which aided in the use of SQL injection to gain access 
to the web server. 

2.  The Internal AS400 Server Compromise

• Internal server credentials in plaintext were found on the public facing web server.

• Perimeter network access controls allowed direct login from the internet to the internal AS400 server.

3.  Customer Data Compromise

• The AS400 server hosted KWC’s payment/financial system, which the attackers were able  
to authenticate due to coincidental and/or available credentials found on the server.

4.  SCADA Systems Manipulation

• Lack of host and network segmentation allowed attackers to access the SCADA systems  
from the business/production network. 

• The AS400 server hosted KWC’s SCADA control applications, which the attackers were able  
to authenticate due to coincidental and/or available credentials found on the server.

• Insufficient corporate oversight of the lone administrator. 

Implementing basic network hygiene and best practices would reduce many of these contributing 

weaknesses, but not necessarily have prevented access to the critical systems if the attacker had still 

managed to gain a foothold in the business network. Vericlave’s™ cost-effective, fire-and-forget isolation 

and containment solution would have prevented successful exfiltration. CDL summarized that “a defense-

in-depth strategy could have detected the attack earlier, limiting its success or prevented it altogether. 

Encryption and isolation of critical communications and systems with Vericlave is a best first step in 

implementing a strong defensive posture.“

Once the attackers were in the IT system, they exploited critical weaknesses. The actions, in progression, 

leading to the compromise include:  

WEAKNESSES EXPLOITED - WATER
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1BorderGuard and RemoteShield are presented as part of the alliance between Vericlave™ and Blue Ridge Networks™

THE VERICLAVE SOLUTION
Providing deep, layered network security and data protection to existing environments requires a focus upon 

modular, reusable, easily managed, and cost-effective capabilities.  To build and enable such asset protection 

abilities, it is critical for organizations to have a deep understanding of their environments and design their 

protective controls to provide functional segmentation, obfuscation, and independence from commonly-

executed exploits.  The Vericlave solution brings all of these requirements into alignment, providing the 

capability for multi-layered, system independent encryption, regardless of existing architectures, utilizing 

dedicated and self-contained capabilities empowered by a time-tested hardware root of trust technology. 

Vericlave’s 
Solution
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Relying upon a proprietary key management solution and FIPS-compliant algorithms, the solution has served 

the United States intelligence and defense communities for years and provides an incredible reduction in 

attack surface for both common commercial and “Internet of Everything” networks.  Providing point-to-point 

data protection and traffic shaping, the Vericlave solution provides technology-accelerated security while 

enabling improved vulnerability management efforts, driving attacker behavior away from critical assets,  

and restricting lateral traversal opportunities within and beyond protected networks.

Using Vericlave’s solution, endpoints of the network are protected by RemoteShield™ devices which, in 

coordination with the BorderGuard® server, place the critical network within an unbreachable enclave.1  

Once in place, only devices that are members of the enclave can communicate with each other, using the 

encrypted tunnels formed by the BorderGuard. To those outside the enclave, the protected network is 

effectively invisible, and any IP addresses associated with the enclave will appear to be unused if queried. 

Using this technology, the enclave is effectively unbreachable.

The most direct and secure approach to isolate OT systems is to use a drop-in RemoteShield device to securely 

isolate and contain OT systems, including remote systems in a SCADA network and privileged remote access 

into the OT systems over existing IT or internet connections.  Only RemoteShield enabled end points can be 

part of the secure enclave.

To protect the OT systems at a facility like KWC, one must first ensure OT related servers, applications, and 

other equipment are in an isolated zone and regulated with tightly controlled access by the corporate network 

and remote management functions. To achieve this, a RemoteShield device would sit between the core 

business router and the OT network, completely hiding the existence of the OT network from any attacker who 

managed to gain a foothold on the corporate network. Legitimate access to the OT network is achieved via a 

tightly controlled workstation or server in the corporate network that is sits behind a RemoteShield device, 

and remote access is only available to a user who has been granted a physical Vericlave remote appliance. 

Additionally, because outgoing traffic is regulated by a trusted RemoteShield device, Vericlave’s solution only 

allows validated communications originating from a pre-configured device, thus halting exfiltration even if 

intrusion were able to occur in the first place.

Cybersecurity could be further improved by following industry standards such as IEC-62443. From a network 

architecture perspective, this would include placing a firewall between the core router and the Vericlave 

appliance isolating the OT systems. Further safeguards include adding a demilitarized zone (DMZ) between the 

business network and the production network and creating zones in the OT network based on ICS equipment 

level (Advanced Control, Supervisory Control, Process Control) and functionality groupings.  For instance, it is 

important to isolate the SIS (Safety Instrumented System) to prevent lateral movement of threats that might 

enter the OT network via a USB key. A good place to start is the IEC-62443-3-3 standard, with the addition of 

Vericlave solutions, which can be used in defining and protecting zones and conduits within the OT network.
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@vericlave

Contact us  
now to learn  
more about  
Protecting Data.

Vericlave represents an unparalleled cybersecurity solution that was originally developed, evolved,  

and proven in the U.S. Intelligence Community and Department of Defense. It has since been deployed  

to protect enterprise, government, and critical assets from a broad array of increasingly destructive and 

costly cyberattacks.

Vericlave’s solution works with minimal impact on existing OT or IT infrastructure in a wide variety of 

SCADA networks. It provides an additional transparent layer of security that adds to defense-in-depth 

strategies and reduces the SCADA network attack surface protecting networks from malicious threats to 

mission critical infrastructure.

Contact Vericlave to discuss how to prevent system attacks without affecting existing infrastructure.

CONCLUSION


